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1. We assume that the behavior of the tracking object M is described 

by the equations 

z= j: ajk(t)xk +q(t)u(t) (i=l,. . . . r) (1.1) 
k=l 

and the behavior of the tracked object N by the equations 

!$=i bjk (‘1 Yk + gj (‘1 V (‘1 (j=i,. . . , r) 

k=l 

or in vector form 

(I.3 

dx - = A (t) x + c (t) 24 (t), 
dt 

dy - = B (t) Y + g (4 v (0 
dt (1.3) 

The vectors x(x1. . . . . XJ and y(yl, . . . . y,) satisfy the initial 

conditions 

Xl (0) = no, . . * , xr (0) = xro, Yl (0) = YlO , . - * , Yr (0) = YrO, (1.4) 

and the control functions u(t) and u(t) satisfy the conditions 

I u W I < 4 I v WI d n (1.5) 

The coefficients ajk( t), bjk( t), ci( t), g .(t) are assumed to be func- 
tions which are differentiable r times. We s all x also assume that the 

control function u(t) is already known when the function u(t) is chosen. 

In [1,2] the following problem is formulated: If the equations 

Xl @I) = Y, (h), . . . t xy 01) = ?/,Ul) 

are satisfied at time t = tl. then tl is called the instant of inter- 
ception. Let the control functions v(t) and u(t) be given. The lowest 
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positive value of t for which interception takes place is denoted by TUv. 
We set 

It is required to find a pair of control functions a*(t), v*(t) (these 
control functions are said to be optimal) for which Tuoyo = To. The value 
of To can be used as a criterion in the choice of the parameters which 
define the motion of the object M. The necessary conditions which must 
be satisfied by u*(t), v*(t) are given in 11.21. However, an efficient 
method of finding the optimal control functions has not yet been shown. 
For this reason it is of interest to have estimates of ,tbe length of time 
after which interception is ensured for any behavior of the object N. 
The present note describes a method of finding one such estimate for a 
definition of interception which is slightly different from the one used 
in ClJ. Let some numbers e1 > 0, ea > 0 be given. By the interception 
time tl we shall mean a time tl > 0 for which the conditions 

are satisfied. 

The set L of points T, which is included in LO, a), is defined in the 
following manner: If T EL, then for any control function v(t) there is 
at least one function u( t) such that on v(t) and u(t) there will be an 
interception at time T. 

We shall describe below a method for determining whether a point Tbe- 
longs to the set L. 

For any instant T of L and any control function v(t) a method is in- 
dicated for determining the control function u(t) which will produce 
interception at time T. 

It should be noted that the case in which the behavior of the tracked 
object is not known in advance is the more interesting one. However, 
there are problems for which the above formulation is valid. 

The solutions of Equations (1.1) and fl.2), as is known, may be re- 
presented in the form 

T T 

xj (T) = zj” (T) + s Kj (T) u (7) dT, Yj fT) = !!j" tTl + 
f 

’ j (T) * tT) dT 
a 0 ff.7) 

Kj (+I = =i; V4j fT) (9s fT)* c tT)) (i =I, . . . , r) 

i=l 
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Here the vectors qi(9il, .__, 9ir) form a fundamental system of solu- 

tions of the ilomogeneous equation 

c!E = A (1) i-g 
dl 

(1.8) 

with the initial conditions cp ij(0) = sij, and the vectors yi(yil, . . . , 

yi,) form a fundamental system of solutions of equation 

with the initial conditions vi .(O) 
t: 

= Eij, where 8 ij is the Kronecker 

delta. Similar formulas apply o yjo(7’), Gj(v), 

The conditions for interception (1.6) at time T are of the form 

Aj (T; = yjo (T) - zjo (T; (i=I, 2) 

The sets of control functions u(t) and u(t), respect 

the conditions 

(1.10) 

ively, satisfying 

F T 

s 
K,(~)u(~)dt=a, 

!i 
Cl (t) 2, (t) dt = b 

0 0 

will be denoted by U(a), V(b). For any tl in [-AT, AT], b in [--BP ~~1, 
we can find control functions u(t), w(t) belonging to these sets; 

T T 

A,=m 
s 

] KI M I dr, B, = rz 
s 

] Gr (t) ] dr (l.il) 

0 0 

We set 

1 1’ 

a+ (a) = supU c r;,(t) u (z) d?, a- (a) = inf, 
s 

KS (r) u ft) dt, UE V(Q 

0 0 
T T 

Pi@) = sup, 
I 
’ G ‘$1 v (4 dr, p- (b) = inf, 

s 
Gz (T) v (T) dr, v E Y (b) 

n 0 

If TEL, then the conditions 

Ar+B,--dA,,(el, A,--B,+A,>--81 (Liz) 

are satisfied. 

For example, suppose that the first of these conditions is violated; 

then for the contro1 function 
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v (t) = n sign Cl (z) 0 E [O, TI) 

we cannot find a function u(v) for which there will be interception at 
time T. Let us assume that for a given T the conditions (1.12) are 
satisfied. Let b E [ - RT, BTI . We set 

T+ (b, 81) = As + P’ (bf - supa ai (4 

r- (b, Q) = A1 + p- (b) - inf, a- (a) 

acz[Ax+b---1, &+b+el l-lb--AT, &d 

In order that T should be an element of L, it is necessary and suffi- 
cient that for any 6 in [ - BT, RTI the inequalities 

r+ (b, 4 - ~2 GO, r (b, ~1) + Q>O (1.13) 

be satisfied. 

Let one of these conditions, say, the first, be violated, and let 

A2 + P+ @d - sup,, a+ (4 > EZ, a E [AI + bi - ~1, Al + bl -t 811 

hold for some b,. 

Then for the function U(T) on which j3+( blf is reached (we shall show 
later a method for constructing such a function), we cannot find a 
control function II(~) which simultaneously satisfies the two conditions 
(1.12) and (1.13). The possibility of an effective verification of these 
conditions will be considered in Section 2. 

bet a E 1 -AT, AT], b e [ - BT, BTI be given, The symbols u+(‘r. a), 

u-o. a), v+a b), V-(T, b) will denote functions of T on which we have 

a+(a), &(a). P+(b). P-(b). We set 

K (7) = g.g.f , 63 fr) - G:! (zf 
1 Gl (T) 

K+ = sups K (z), K- = inf, K (t), c+ = sup* G (z), C- = inf, G(z) (‘t 6 [O, T]) 

1 (z, Y) = m s 
I ~lW/clz, S(2, 7~f = n 

c I Gi Wldz 
s (X. II) 6 1; vi 

Here 0(x, ~1. 8(x, y) are sets belonging to CO. 7’.l and such that if 

T E u(%, y). then y > R(T) > I, and similarly, if T E 8(x, Y), then 

y > C(T) > x. 

IU what follows we shall need the following Properties of the fum- 

tions K(T), G(r). Each of the equations 

K (Z) = cl, G (z) == d 
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where d is an arbitrary number, can have only a finite number of roots 
in [O, Tl. 

A sufficient condition for this is the independence of the vectors 
cl’(~), . . . , cro(-r) and glo(-r), . . . , g,‘(-r), respectively (see, for 
example, [21), where 

Cl0 (T) = c (T), cjo (T) = - A CT) cy_, + q_, W) 
dt (i= 1, . . ., F) 

$10 f-c) = g f@, 
d8 1(T) gjo (Z) = - B (tf .$_l (Ti + -ifi’c. (j= 1, . . , r) 

The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of Theorem 1s of 
Section 3 of [21. 

We shall also show that K(s) cannot have a discontinuity of the first 

kind in (0, 7’). If at the point TI the function K(T) has a discontinuity 
of the first kind, then Kl(-rl) = 0, K2(-r1) = 0. 

It follows from (1.7) that 

K2(0 tr) = i; ‘pia (‘1 (zli tT)P ‘!+I (r)) = (i Cpi, (I? *i tt), $+i tT)) C1 = I, 1 ,. r- 1: 

i=l i=l 

We now note that at the point TI at least one of the first r - 1 de- 
rivatives of the function K,(s) must be different from zero, for other- 
wise the vector 

i=l 

vanishes, since the system of equations 

(E, Cl0 @ll)f = 0 (I = 1, * . . , r) 

can have only a trivial solution because the vectors clo(fI), . . . , cro 01) 
are linearly independent. But if the vector E is a zero vector, then 
since the vectors pi form a fundamental system, all the numbers 

q12(T), a..* ~~~(7’) must vanish; this is impossible, since the Wronskian 
of the system (1.8) would then vanish at the point T. 

The function ICI(T) has similar properties. bet 

& (7,) =; K,’ (xl) = . . . = K,@-') (tl) = KS (Q) = K,’ (Tl) = . . . .Ks@-~) (TX) := (1 

be true at the point TI and let at least one of the values K,(‘) (71) I 

K2 (‘)(vI) be different from zero. 
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Ey L’ Hospital's rule 

lim KZ it) =_ lim Kz(‘) (v) 
f*+i Kl (7) r--t=* KlfS) (7) 

Since s f r - 1, it follows that KZ(Sf 
and if KI(s)(~l) # 0. then 

(T) is a continuous function, 

lim ‘Z(v) (v) _ KS(‘) (t) lim - 
r-*7,+0 K1@) fr) t+s,-0 Kl@) (z) 

It was shown in !_3J that 

u+ (7, a) = m sign Kr (t) 

u+ (r, a) = - m sign K1 (z) 

where ye(a) is a root of the equation 

AT-a 
ZfK-, Y)‘---g---’ 

3(- (z, a) = - M sign ik; (s) 

II- (t. a) = m siyrl S1 (r) 

where yl(a) is a root of the equation 

AT--a 
1 fn K:+) = 2 , 

We replace the quantities u, I, K, u‘. y, A, O, 1 in the above formulas 

by v, n, G, 6, xI B, b, E, respectively. to obtain the expressions for 

u+(T k), v-P, b). From the above mentioned properties of the function 
K(T) it follows that the left-hand parts of (1.14) and (1.15) are strict- 

lY 

it 
us 

monotonic continuous functions of y. Since 

D E [--A,, ATI. I fK-, II-) = 0. I (K-, K+] = A, 

follows that Equations (I. 14) and (1.15) have unique solutions. Let 
consider the time T for which the conditions (1.12) and (1.13) are - _ 

satisfied. Let the control function U(T) be given for LO, Tl. We shall 
construct the control function U(T) for which there will be interception 
at time T. We shall also prove thereby that the conditions (1.12) and 
(1.13) are necessary and sufficient conditions for 7’ to be an element of 
L. We set. 

T T 

m (VI = Ai + 1 GI 6) v W dT, na (v) = Am + 
5 

Ga (2) v W & 
0 0 

From the definition (1.11) of ST it follows that 
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By virtue of (1. 12) the functions a+(a), u-(a) # considered as func- 

tions of 0, are defined on [n,(v) - Ed, n,(v) + ~~1 2 [-AT, ATI. 

From t.hca above propertirs of the function K(T) it follows that a+(a) 

and a-( a) are continuous in 1 -AT, AT]. We shall denote by (I+ and a- the 

points at which we have, respectively, 

SUP(, c1+ (0). inf,, r- (n) if 0 E [k (L.) - E], nl (r) j- ~~1 n [-- ,.I,. AT] 

Ve shall show that 

11 (7) G u+ (t, CL+) if 11: (7’) > a-+ (a+) 

In fact, u+(-r, at) E U( a+) and, consequently, the first of the condi- 

tions (1.6) is satisfied. The second condition of (1.6) is satisfied, 

since, by virtue of (1.13) 

A2 -t fi’ (nl (e)) - a+ (a+) < E: 

and at the same time 

Ar + B+ (111 ((.jj > ‘12 (1.) >, Z+ (a+) 

Similarly it can be shown that 

14 (t) = u- (r, a-) when /~z(c) < z- (a-) 

Now let 

a- (a-) < n2 (L’) < 1+ (a+) 

There are two possibilities: 

1) At least one of the equations in D 

a+ (a) = n2 (L.), a- (a) = na (u) 

has a root in the interval [nl ( V) - EI, nI ( U) + EI] . 

(t.16) 

(1.17) 

Let the first of these equations have a root at the point Q; then 

U (T) = uf (7, ao) 

If the second equation has a root at the point aI, then 

2) Neither of Equations (1.17) has a root in [n,(v) - Ed, nl(u) + ~~1. 

In that case, by virtue of the condition (1.16) and the equalities 
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a-(+) = a+ (AT), a-(- AT) = a+ (- AT) 

we have the relation 

(1.18) 

We introduce the function 

which depends on the parameter A. 

This function belongs to the set U(n,( u)) for any value of h in (1.19). 

In fact 

I~~(~)Id~t~+(~,~l(~)fI+(f-~~l~-f~,~1(~))l=m 

T T 

s 

?: 
Kg(r) ra& (t) dr = b 

s 
Xl (z) u+ (‘F, &l(O)) dr + (1 - n) 

s 
x1 (r) u- (IF, =I (@)) a = % @I 

0 0 0 

The equation 

&a+ (ni (C)J + (1 - h) r- (nl W) = na (u) 

which is linear in A, has, by virtue of (1.18). a root 

(1.20) 

which belongs to (0, 1). 

Thus 

u (f) = q, is) 

2. We non consider the computational side of the problem. The deter- 
mination of k;.(t). Gj(q. zjo(T), yjo(Tj reduces, as can be deduced from 
(l.?), to the calculation of the normal fundamental spntems of solutions 
of Equations (1.8) and (1.9). The methods for finding these solutions br 
means of high-speed digital computers or analog compoters are well known. 
The condition (1.12) is easily checked since AT and 5~ are calculated br 
the simple Formulas (1.11). Let us discass the verifiaation of the con- 
ditions (1.13). The function a+(a) has not more than one extremua in the 
interval [ -AT, AT]. 

Indeed. from the definition of y,(a) and the restrictions imposed on 
the function K(T) it follows that ye(a) decreases monotonically in the 
strict sense from the value Kt to the value KS wham a varies from - AT 

to AT. We shall show that 
du+ (a) 
-=$/a (a) du @.~I 
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From the definition of U+(O) it follows that 

a+ (u + Aa) - a+ (a) 2m 
Aa 

=- 
Aa s 

K (s) KI (r) sign 4 (T) dx 

WW 

where 

0 (AQ) = o (YO (0 + Aa), YO (a)) 

Applying the generalized mean value theorem and noting (1.14) that 

m 
s 

ICI (~5) sign K1 (T) dr = 9 , YO (o + A4 < K (y) < YO (4 if so 

0 (W 

we obtain (2. 1) by passing to the limit. Similarly 

dp+ (6) 
- = zo (b), db 

da- la) 
- = Yl (a), du 

dp- (b) 
- = aT1 (b) 

db (2.2) 

Here x,,(b) is decreasing monotonically in the strict sense and yl(a) 
and I. (b) are increasing monotonically in the strict sense. In order to 
verify (1.13) we must calculate 

c+(b) = sup, a+ (a), a~LAl+b- el, AI + ZJ + ~11, C E I- B,, &I 

If the function ye(a) is positive and does not vanish in the interval 

(Al - BP A1 + BT) n [-AT, AT), then for a given b 

6+ (6) = a+ (A1 + b + ~1) if Al+b+el<AT 

5+ (b) = a+ (AT) if Ai+b+el>& 

If the function ye(a) is negative, then 

t+(b) = a+ (AI + b - ~1) when AI + b - el 2 -A,, c+ (b) = a+ (- Ar)when 

Al+b--I<--AT 

If yu( a) vanishes at the point a* E CA, - BP A, + B$ fI 1 -AT, Ad, 

then 

6+(b) = a+ (Al + b + 91) if ~E[-B~, a*-A~-E~J 
c+ (6) = a+ (a*) if bE[a*-Al--l, a*-Al+el] 

<+ (b) = a+ (AI + b - e,) if bE[a+-Al+el, BT] 

Similar relations are also readily written for 

c- (a) = inf, a- ((I), a~ IAl + b - el, A1 + b + ~11, b~ I- B,, $.I 

Thus the functions 

P+ @I, t+ (4, P-W, ;- (b) 

are very simple in form. The graphs of these functions, therefore, can 
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be constructed aith any desired degree of accuracy if we calculate the 
values of the functlans and their derivatives at a coaparatively small 
number of points. 

Let us consider a method of c&Xculatfng these functions at speezfied 
points. (We shall thereby also prove the possibility of an efficient 
check of the conditions (1.13).) A calculation of a+(o) reduces to find- 
ing the function a”(a). A root yD( a) af Equation (1.14) is most con- 
veniently found by same method of sucoessive approxima~~ans, for example, 
the method of false position. Since the left-band part of (1.14) is a 
monotonically iacreasing function of y, it follows that to determine 
ye(~) to a given degree of aceuraeg we need to calculate the value of 

fM-, y) at a small number of points, To calculate IfK-, y) for a given 
y we must find the set rr{K-, y). The boundary points of this set are 
roots of the euuation in -r 

As was pointed out above. this equation can have only a finite number 
of roots in f6, Tf , and conseauentls o(K-, y) consists of a finite number 

of intervals and isolated points. 
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